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1. Introduction 
Understanding physics proceeds through models in which a mapping, A, is 
defined, from a set of "parameters", 'f?, to a set of "results", tff. tff is supposed to 
contain the image of'{? and all the possible experimental results. In geophysics '{? 
is the class of "earth models", A is the set of "earth functionals" and tff is the 
class of "earth data". Obtaining the image e=A(c)Eiff of cE'f? is solving the 
direct problem. Obtaining all the elements c E 'f?, if any, that correspond to e E tff is 
solving the inverse problem. Existence, uniqueness, stability, approximation and 
the physical description of the set of solutions are all current questions of 
interest. The study of geophysical inverse problems is particularly interesting for 
several reasons 
a, The earth functional A is usually well-known. The questions which arise 
in connection with A come from its replacement by approximate forms rather 
than from essential ignorance. 
b, The practical interest of inverse problems is obvious in geophysics but not 
always in other fields, where the definition of A is often questionable. 
c, Most of the questions and methods appearing in connection with inverse 
problems appear in geophysics; of current interest are: exact methods; Monte-
Carlo methods; linear methods (applied to linearized problems) and ray meth-
ods (applied to short-wave-length propagation). 
* Physique Mathematique et Theorique, Equipe de recherche associee au C.N.R.S. Ce travail a ete 
effectue dans le cadre de la RCP 264: Problemes Inverses 
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The progress in exact methods is very slow. Although their results sometimes 
seem very academic, one should not forget that only these methods are able to 
encompass global inverse problems. In recent years one notices two very 
remarkable analytic solutions of the geomagnetic induction problem (Bailey, 
1970; Weidelt, 1972). Other recent exact studies are concerned with more 
schematic problems: the exact inverse problem for the phase of waves cor-
responding to an explosion in a spherical earth (Sabatier, 1974a), the discrete 
model of the inverse Love problem (Barcilon, 1976). I will not discuss exact 
methods further except for a remark on the effect of constraints (§ 2). 
Many inverse problems of geophysics are controlled by linear partial differ-
ential equations, but the relations between parameters and data are essentially 
non linear. Even the gravity problem becomes linear only if one throws away 
constraints. Recent progress in linearized problems can be noted in the following 
5 areas. 
1. The physical description of the set of equivalent models is studied either 
by exhibiting marginal models as in the "edgehog" method (Jackson, 1973) and 
studies of extremals (Sabatier, 1976a, b); or by relating the "generalized 
solutions" of linear inverse problems to presumed stochastic properties as in 
the stochastic point of view in linear problems (Foster, 1961; Franklin, 1970; 
Jackson, 1972; Jordan and Minster, 1972). 
2. Taking constraints into account, in order 
a. to obtain "ideal bodies" (Parker, 1974, 1975; Sabatier, 1976b), 
b. to give the general solution of the problem (Sabatier, 1976a), 
c. to take into account error free measurements (Burkhard and Jackson, 
1976). 
3. Checking the value of approximate mappings 
a. either by analyzing mathematical examples (Anderssen, 1975; Sabatier, 
1974b), 
orb. by analyzing global problems (Anderssen, 1975), 
or c. by analyzing the convergence of iterations (Jackson, 1973; Jupp and 
Vozoff, 1975). 
4. Analyzing the effect of errors: "method errors" due to the fact that the 
problem is improperly posed, "experimental errors" (i.e. those due to measure-
ments); and obtaining "regularized solutions" in which a mixed contribution of 
errors give the "most probable" solution in the set of "equivalent solutions". 
This "regularization" has essentially been used in linear inverse problems. Two 
different points of view are 
a. the algebraic point of view, (Lanczos, 1961; Backus and Gilbert, 1967, 
1968, 1970; Backus, 1970a, b, c; Marquardt, 1963, 1970; Smith and Franklin, 
1969), 
b. the stochastic point of view (Foster, 1961; Franklin, 1970; Jackson, 1972; 
Jordan and Franklin, 1971; Jordan and Minster, 1972; Wiggins; Larner and 
Wisecup, 1976). 
5. Using inverse methods to continue data (Ducruix et al., 1974). 
Recent progress in Monte-Carlo and hedgehog methods, and in the ray 
methods, are to be reviewed in other lectures in this congress, so that I will not 
discuss them. 
This paper can be considered as a survey of recent linear methods applied to 
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linearized inverse problems with a particular emphasis on constraints. I am 
convinced that a real physical problem necessarily is a constrained problem, and 
I would like to show that dealing with a constrained problem by methods in 
which the constraints are built in is not really more difficult than dealing with 
an unconstrained problem. Actually, I think that linear inverse problems with 
constraints are simpler, mor'e appealing, as well as more physical than are linear 
inverse problems without constraints. · 
In § 2, we show how one or two positivity constraints completely modify the 
nature of an inverse problem which is controlled by a linear differential 
equation. This problem appears as an intermediate step in several geophysical 
inverse problems. 
In § 3, we study some general aspects of linearized geophysical inverse 
problems and, in particular, the question of "linearizing" an inverse problem. 
In §4, we survey the linear methods by which the linearized inverse problems 
without constraints or with linear constraints have been studied. The algebraic 
point of view and the stochastic point of view are considered. 
In § 5, we survey the linear convex methods applied to linearized inverse 
problems with non-negativity constraints and their fundamental applications 
(ideal bodies). 
Concluding remarks are given in § 6. 
Readers who are only interested in linear problems may skip § 2. 
2. The Role of Constraints in an Exact Non-Linear Problem 
In several problems of elastic wave propagation (see e.g. Aki and Ware, 1968; 
Sabatier, 1976a, b) one has to recover a function Z(r) (O<r<b) from a function 
of w, t/J(r, w), which is known for all real values of w in a range of values of r (r 
> b), for which Z(r) is known and constant. t/J and Z are everywhere interelated 
by the equation 
[ Z 2 :, z- 2 :, +w 2 ] t/J(r, w)=O 
with the boundary condition t/J(O,w)=O. The consistency condition, 
t/J( r, w) = F( w) eiwt + F* (w) e-iwt' 
holds for r > b and a certain function F(w). 
(1) 
Thus the inverse problem consists of recovering Z(r) (0;£r;£b) from F(w) 
and from Z(b). We assume that Z(r) and Z'(r) are absolutely continuous 
functions (so that Z'(b)=O). In addition to these smoothness assumptions two 
hard constraints are imposed by the physical conditions: the first one is that the 
impedance Z (which is simply related to the density and Lame parameters) is 
real, and thus Z 2 is positive. The second one is that Z is constant in the range 
(r>b) where the measurements are made. Now, because of the smoothness 
assumptions, Equation (1) is equivalent to the following one: 
[dd:2 +w2 - V(r)] z- 1 t/J(r, w) = 0 (2) 
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where V(r)=Z d22 (z- 1), so that Z(r) is uniquely obtained from V(r) by solving dr 
a linear 2nd order differential equation with the two conditions at r = b. Thus 
the inverse problem F(w)-+Z(r) is equivalent to the well-known Gelfand-
Levitan-Jost-Kohn inverse problem F(w)-+ V(r). If there were no hard constraint 
on Z, this problem would be strongly underdetermined. Determining V(r) would 
then require a knowledge of F(w) for all real w and also the unknown "discrete 
spectrum" of the differential operator ::2 - V(r), i.e. all the values of w 2 for 
which (2) has a solution satisfying both the boundary condition z- 1 ljJ(O, w) =0 
00 
and the finite norm condition J z- 2 1/J 2 (r,w)dr<oo. One could arbitrarily 
0 
choose a parameter for every value of the discrete spectrum (for complete 
discussions of this problem see for example Newton (1967) or Chadan and 
Sabatier (1977)). Now, because Z 2 is positive, this discrete spectrum does not 
exist. [Proof: because of the finite norm condition, l/J(r) must go to zero as r 
goes to oo. Substituting (1) in the norm integral and integrating by parts yields 
the equality 
00 00 
w 2 s z- 2 ljJ 2 (r, w) dr= s z- 2 (1/J'(r, w)] 2 dr, 
0 0 
which proves that w 2 _is positive, and this is impossible because then l/J(r) would 
behave asymptotically like 2Re(F(w)ei"'t) and could not go to zero]. So if the 
only hard constraint were Z 2 > 0, the problem would be well posed. Because of 
the other hard constraint (which implies that V(r)=O for r>b) the problem is 
overdetermined. F(w) must satisfy certain consistency condition (special analytic 
properties) that are related to the cut-off at b and, which from the physical point 
of view, are due to "causality". 
Although I have not been able to prove it completely as yet, I am convinced 
that the two hard constraints above are essential pieces to obtain uniqueness 
theorems in the inverse normal modes problem (notice that the partial wave 
differential equations are similar to the ones given in Sabatier (1974a) and 
therefore can be reduced to the form (1)). 
3. General Aspects of Linear Geophysical Inverse Problems 
A linear inverse problem is a problem in which, 
a. the set <(J of earth models and the set <ff of data are linear spaces and 
b. .It is a linear mapping. 
No geophysical inverse problem is linear. Two steps are generally necessary 
for linearizing a geophysical inverse problem 
a. The sets <(J and <ff must be made into linear spaces by throwing away 
constraints. This is enough to linearize some important problems -e.g. the 
gravity problem and the geomagnetism problem. 
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b. The mapping A must be replaced by a linear mapping A 0 . Usually this 
can be done as follows. One knows a model m0 which gives a (good or bad) fit 
Am0 of the data, and that A is differentiable in the neighborhood of m0 (i.e. 
that 
(3) 
where A 0 is linear and the norm in iff of r 0 (m) is infinitesimally small compared 
to !lmll<c when llmll<c--+0). "Linearizing" means replacing A by A 0 , L1 being the 
difference between the data and the "fit " A m0 . If the sets iff and <efl are defined 
(or redefined) in such a way that a linear operator .JV does exist, which solves 
equations .JV A 0 x = x, linearizing is justified whenever an algorithm like 
(4) 
is well-defined and converges towards a solution of A 0 (m) = L1 - r 0 (m) which is 
close enough to the linear term m1 . A sufficient condition for this is that both 
r 0 (m) be lipschitzian with its Lipschitz constant l satisfying the inequality 
(Sabatier, 1974a) 
IN <1 (5) 
where N is the norm of JV: In this case, the exact solution m00 which is obtained 
from (4) is in one-to-one correspondence with m1 , and the "linearized problem" 
is a good "image" of the "exact problem". The value of (ZN) is a measure of the 
quality of the approximation. 
Now we meet 3 cases in geophysical inverse problems: 
A. "Problems Using Continuous Data" 
We mean problems in which a first step has been to construct a continuous 
function interpolating the data. The ambiguities that are associated with this 
step are separately studied and we then assume that the interpolating function is 
the data. This often has important consequences: A is in most cases a bijective 
mapping, and at least twice differentiable. .JV is unique (it is in many cases 
obtained from the Green's function of a simpler problem - see e.g. Knopoff 
1961, 1962). Because of the double differentiability, r 0 (m) is 0(11m!l2). Thus, if L1 is 
small enough, the sequence (mJ is contained in a ball in which l itself is O(l!ml!). 
The convergence factor (5) is itselfO(llm1 !1) or O(NllL111) and the linear approxi-
mation is good whenever II L1 II is small enough -not a surprising result. 
B. "Problems Using Finite Sets of Data" 
Here, there are many matrices .JV solving .JV Ax=x. They are called the 
generalized inverses of A. The radius of the ball in which the algorithm (4) 
converges depends on the norm N of JV: If N is large only excellent fits m0 
enable one to linearize the problem in their neighbourhoods. 
There was recently some criticism of linearizing techniques (see e.g. Sabatier, 
1974a; Anderssen, 1975), concluding that their validity should be carefully 
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checked in every case. This can be done by trying to obtain exact solutions from 
the most "marginal" solutions which are still admissible on physical grounds, 
those for which N is the largest. One has good justification for studying 
marginal solutions (see below in § 4 the edgehog method and in § 5 the 
extremals). 
C. Problems in Which There May be Several "Branches" of Solutions 
In non linear problem, either "bifurcations" or strong "discontinuities" can lead 
to separated branches of solutions. They probably exist in geophysics. Take for 
instance the "approximate" inversion techniques obtained by ray methods in 
travel time inversions. Well-known results [Gerver and Markushevish, 1966, 
1967], clearly show the various contributions of the low velocity lids: X(p) being 
the epicentral distance, p the ray parameter, T the travel time, t(p)= T(p)-pX(p) 
one obtains: 
dt 
-d = -X(p)-I,ako(p-pk) 
p k 
(6) 
where the jumps ak correspond to the unknown low-velocity ranges, Pk the 
velocity lids. Clearly no linear model can represent the whole contribution and 
o(p- Pk) is the Dirac distribution. On the other hand, linearizing is still useful in 
the neighborhood of a given model (Kennet, 1976). 
4. Linear Inverse Problems 
So as to be both simple and sufficiently general, we shall assume in the following 
that the space <'€ of" earth models" is the Hilbert space L 2 (Q), where Q is a finite 
interval in IR and that the mapping of<'€ into g is made of M linear functionals, 
the "earth functionals", whose kernels Gi(r) belong to L 2 (Q). Thus, the equa-
tions 
J Gi(r) m(r) dr = gi(m) (i = 1, ... , M) (7) 
J] 
should be satisfied by the model m(r), with gi(m) equal (or approximately equal) 
to the data ei to within an estimated error. If we make a partition of Q into N 
subdomains Q1 , ... ,QN such that I,Qi=Q and Sup(mesQ)=h, we can "discre-
i 
tize" the Equation (7) by deciding to only consider models m of a special form. 
For instance consider only those models which are constant in each subdomain. 
Thus, with obvious notations, (7) is reduced to a vectorial equation: 
N 
(Gm)i= I, Gikmk=gi(m). 
k~ 1 
(8) 
We call this transformation an N-discretization of step-size h. When N-+ oo, 
h-+0, the class of solutions thus obtained is large enough for all physicists needs. 
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The linear inverse problem consists of obtaining all the information we can 
concerning m(r) from a knowledge of the M data e1 , ... , eM, and the estimated 
errors. This information can be described either by algebraic means (algebraic 
point of view, or A.P.V.) or by reference to statistics (stochastic point of view, or 
S.P.V.). 
The information is equivalent, only the point of view is modified, as we shall 
easily see in the formulas. 
4.1. A.P. V.: Backus-Gilbert Kernels 
We sketch the now classical Backus and Gilbert method (Backus and Gilbert, 
1967, 1968, 1970; Backus, 1970a, b, c), which both gives an average solution and 
a simple representation of the set of equivalent solutions of (7). Clearly (7) has a 
solution if we can construct a kernel A(r0 , r) such that: 
(i) for any r0 in R and any earth model m(r) in the class <(J studied 
m(r0 )= J A(r0 , r) m(r) dr (9) 
Q 
and (ii) 
M 
A(r0 , r)= L a;(r0 ) Gi(r). (10) 
i= 1 
The solution is then 
m(r) =Lei ak). (11) 
i 
Unfortunately, (unless we take for <(J M-dimensional sets), the solution of (7) is 
not unique, and it is not possible to construct a kernel that satisfies (9) for any 
m, r, r0 . But it is often possible to construct "approximate" kernels A(r0 , r), viz. 
linear combinations of the Gi(r)'s which "look" in some sense "like" b(r 0 - r). 
More precisely, one selects, among the linear combinations of the G;(r)'s, the 
one which has, in the Backus-Gilbert terminology, the best "£5-ness". Usually, 
A(r0 , r) appears as a peaked function, whose width is a measure of the "£5-ness". 
Thus (11) gives an average solution of (7), and the b-ness gives an· appraisal of 
the deviation from each other of equivalent models. This deviation can be 
visualized in another way. The non-uniqueness means that there exist functions 
m(r) which average to zero over all but small length scales and represent the 
deviations between acceptable models. Thus there will be some smallest length 
10 such that the acceptable models have approximately the same average over an 
interval of length 10 at r. 10 is called the "resolving length" at r. 
Backus and Gilbert used mainly two ways of constructing averaging kernels. 
The first one consists of minimizing J(r-r0) 2 [A(r0 ,r)] 2 dr over all the com-
Q 
binations (10). This has the interest of giving functions with very small tails 
outside the "£5-like" peak. The second one consists of using the orthogonal 
projection operator of <(J into the space spanned by the [Gi(r)]. This kernel 
often has a smaller width than the former one, but produces large oscillating 
tails. The model it yields is the solution of (7) which has the least norm in L2 (Q). 
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4.2. A.P.V.: The Least-Norm Solution 
For the sake of simplicity, let us consider the discretized Equation (8), with 
N>M. Let R(G) be the image of G, i.e. the space spanned by its N column 
vectors (its dimensionality clearly is the rank p ~ M of G). Let G* be the adjoint 
matrix of G (its transposed matrix in our case of real matrices). Clearly, the 
ortho-projector P on the space spanned by the Gi(r)'s is nothing but the ortho-
projector onto R(G*), say &<G*) (the properties of an ortho-projector are P 2 =P 
=P*). Now, let n(G) be the null-space of G. Since, for any vector q of JRM, one 
obviously has the following equality between scalar products, 
<Gm, q) = <m, G* q) = <G PR<G*)m, q), 
it follows that the orthogonal complement in JRN of &<G*)m to m belongs to 
n(G), and, for any m 
m=&<G*)m+m.L ) (l3) 
llmff 2=llPR(G*)mlf2 + [fm.Lfl 2. 
Thus using PR<G*l for J A(r0 , r) dr. yields the solution of (7) which has the least 
norm: 0 
ma(r) = ~)::j e; G/r). (14) 
i, j 
4.3. A.P. V.: Generalized Inverse 
Let G be an M x N matrix of arbitrary rank. A generalized inverse of G is an 
N x M matrix G- such that x = G - y is a solution of Gx = y for any yin the range 
of <fi (see f.e. Rao and Mitra, 1971, p. 20; Smith and Franklin 1969). For N > M 
there is usually an infinity of generalized inverses. All them satisfy the necessary 
and sufficient condition: 
G- exists¢> GG- G=G. (15) 
Among these generalized inverses one is particularly interesting, the Moore-
Penrose inverse, GM P which is such that 
GG,\fp=PR(G) 
and 
G,\f p G= &<G*). (16) 
One can derive it, for instance, by noticing that it follows from (16) that 
G,\fp=G*(GG*)M-P· (17) 
If G has rank M, GG* is positive definite and (GG*),\fp=(GG*)- 1 . Otherwise 
(rank K ~ M), G G* can be diagonalized by an orthogonal transformation U: 
GG*=VAV*. (18) 
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Here A;i=Afb;i (i=1,2, ... ,M), and we assume in the following that the Af are 
ordered by decreasing magnitude, so that A; =t= 0 for i;;;; K, and A;= 0 for i > K. 
The desired generalized inverse is then simply obtained by dropping the parts of 
A that correspond to the zero eigenvalues (see Penrose, 1955; Lanczos, 1961; 
Wiggins, 1972; Jackson, 1972). This is possible because (Lanczos, 1961) the 
columns of U (or the rows of U*) beyond the label K have no effect on the 
result. What remains is that 
(19) 
where UK is the semi orthogonal M x K matrix which is formed out of the 
column vectors u1, u2, ... ,uK and AK is the square diagonal KxK matrix 
containing only the non-zero eigenvalues. Thus the model given by the Moore 
Penrose inverse is simply 
(20) 
For a consistent system mMP is the least-norm model ma. For an inconsistent 
system, the formula (20) is still defined and it is possible to show that it yields 
the so-called" least square solution". 
4.4. A.P. V.: The Errors 
For a consistent system (N~M, K=M), (20) gives an exact solution of the 
problem. Now, assume that the g/s are known up to possible errors (I g; - e; I 
;;;; .1 e;). Then, since U1 is an isometric transformation, a small error .1 e on g 
gives an error L1f of the same norm on U1g, but the component .1f; along the 
i-th principal axis of GG* is then divided by A;. If A; is very small, a very large 
error can result. The matrix is called "ill-conditionned ". The trouble is that 
these large model errors corresponding to small data errors may be irrelevant 
if you go back to the unlinearized problem (see §3 above). Thus one is led to 
limit the variations of m which are allowed when g is modified. The way this is 
done can be understood in two ways. 
a. Geometrical. Since the ill-conditionning means that a number of equations are 
almost linear combinations of one another, we can try ordering the equations in 
such a way that the vector defined on the left hand side makes a smaller and 
smaller angle with the space generated by the previous equations and stopping 
the system when a certain minimum angle is reached. The remaining equations 
can be considered as simple consistency conditions in the range of errors (see 
Figs. 1, 2, 3). 
b. Algebraic. The Lanczos decomposition of a real matrix G is 
(21) 
where the M x M matrix U and the N x N matrix V are orthogonal (UTU =IM, 
yry =IN), the M x N matrix S is diagonal, with elements 
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Fig. I. No error (perspective). The whole plane A BC is 
the set of solutions of the problem u · m = 11. This set 
reduces to the triangle ABC if positivity constraints 
are added . The least no rm solution is L. The quad-
rangle a , b, c, d gives an example o f ed gehogged set as 
obtained in §5.7. 
The set of so lutions of u · m = 11, v · m = i; is the 
straight line D E (unconstrai ned) or the segment DE 
(constrained) and Mis the least norm solution 
Fig. 2. Errors, well conditioned (per-
spective). The set of sol utions of u · m 
=11 ± 1:, v · m = v ± >:with a la rge angle 
u, v, is a tube (unconstra ined) or its re-
striction to the positive cone (con -
strained) 
F ig. 3. Errors, " well conditioned" (cross sectio n). The sectio n 
is normal to D E of F igure 2 
(Notice that G ,w. p , according to the analysis above, is equal to V KSj( 1 U~ or to 
vs - uT, with Sj =(s)- 1 for lsj l> O, 0 for sj = O). 
Now suppose the model m receives a sma ll perturbat ion (j m. VT (j m has the 
same norm, and is related to the results by the equation 
(22) 
Geophysical Inverse Problems 
Fig.4. Errors "ill conditionned" (cross 
section). The set of solutions of u · m = u 
±s, v·m=v±s. with small angle u, v, is 
a tube with a very large section. The 
Marquardt's solution m is so that 
(mm,)2 +(mm2)2 + µ - 2(mmo)2 
minimum 
125 
where the identities introduce new notation. Clearly the parameters of om that 
correspond to components of op, such that the relevant eigenvalues are re-
latively small, have a relatively small effect the "results" (notice llorl l = llog ll) . 
They are "unimportant". If the relevant eigenvalue is zero, they do not perturb 
the "result" at all. They are then "irrelevant". In inversion methods, one 
starts with an "initial" model m0 giving a fit g0 , and og is primarily the shift of 
g from g0 , and secondarily can be used to study errors (oe). By truncating at 
rank K as above, one suppresses the (infinite) effect of errors on "irrelevant" 
parameters. It remains to damp or to drop the effect on "unimportant" 
parameters. There are two current methods. In the truncation method (Hanson, 
1971; Madden, 1972; Osborne, 1972; Varah, 1973), a "threshold" µ is chosen for 
the admissible values of k;, and the values below µ. Clearly this approach is 
close to the geometrical one quoted above. In the Marquardt (1963) method, 
one mm1m1zes 
(23) 
where the "Marquardt parameter" v controls the size of om. Both methods 
belong to a larger class of methods in which the parameters are controlled by 
replacing (22) by formulas of the type (8 being the well known Heaviside 
function) 
b P; = 8(K - i) t; b rJk;. (24) 
Here t; is, for instance, equal to 8(k; - µ) in the truncation method, and to kt [kt 
+ v2 /si]- 1 in the Marquardt method (see Fig. 4). Thus the algebraic methods 
are able to deal with ill-conditionned problems, but clearly the "physical " 
justification of a precise damping is obscure and it is time to reca ll Lanczos 
remark (1961, p. 132), "a lack of information cannot be remedied by any mathemat-
ical trickery". 
4.5. Stochastic Point of View 
The stochastic point of view enables one to put a statistical content into the 
methods which deal with the errors. Physically, this means that if one trusts a 
certain statistical interpretation of errors, and ergodicity, the solutions can be 
classed according to ones degree of confidence. Fundamentally, one replaces the 
equation Gom - oe =og by the equation: 
G Ps + Pn =Pd (25) 
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where Ps is a stochastic process describing the "signal'', or "earth model", (and 
defined on the earth model space, JRN, or L 2 in the continuous problem). Pn is 
the "noise process", describing errors on the data, pd is the "data process". Both 
are defined on JRM. 
This way of looking at linear inverse problems is not very recent. Foster 
(1961) used the Wiener-Kolmogorov smoothing theory to determine the "op-
timum estimate" of the "signal" i>m (our notation), and obtained a formula of 
the form appearing below. Twomey (1963), Strand and Westwater (1968) mini-
mized ( G 15 m - 15 g) over a statistical ensemble, with similar results. Marquardt 
(1970) took into account the statistical distribution of errors to justify damping 
methods and obtained improved methods (e.g. "ridge regression"). Meanwhile, 
Backus and Gilbert (1970) took into account error statistics in a careful study of 
the various error terms (see the item on trade-off curves below). The same year, 
a very complete paper of Franklin on "well posed stochastic extensions of ill 
posed linear problems" gave a nice analysis of the question. Both papers were 
well adapted to the needs of geophysicists and have had many continuations 
(e.g. Jordan and Franklin, 1971; Jordan and Minster, 1972; Wiggins, 1972; 
Jackson, 1972, 1973). Stochastic processes appearing in Equation (25) are defined 
on real Hilbert spaces. A linear random process Px• which is defined on the real 
Hilbert space Jf, is a linear functional mapping Jf into JR. Thus, it maps each 
element h of Jf into the random variable Pxh, whose mean mx (h) is equal to the 
expectation E[pxh]. We can remove bias by subtracting from the processes their 
expectations, which are supposed to be known. Let us assume that this has been 
done from the beginning, so that E[pxhJ =0. The variance a; (h) of Pxh is the 
expectation of (pxh)2, and thus is a positive quadratic form, which can be written 
as h Cxx h, where Cxx is the autocorrelation of the process Px· Analogously, for 2 
processes, Px and Py• respectively defined over Jf and £; there exists a linear 
mapping Cxy from :ft to Jf. It is called the cross-correlation operator of Px and 
pY, and is such that for any h of Jf any k of £; the expectation of (pxh)(pyk) is 
hCxyk (evidently Cxy=CyJ· The process Psis said to be the best linear estimate 
of Ps if it minimizes the variance 
a2 (m)=E{[(ps-Ps)m] 2 } for all mE~. 
Franklin (1970), assuming that the autocorrelation Cdd of the data is positive 
definite, was able to prove that Ps is equal to csd(Cdd)- 1 Pd· Besides, with the 
reasonably simple assumption that the signal and noise processes are un-
correlated, he calculated csd and cdd in terms of css and cnn• thus obtaining, as 
a best estimation, the inversion formula: 
(26) 
4.6. Relations between Stochastic and Algebraic Points of View 
a. If Cnn is zero, (26) defines a generalized inverse since it satisfies (15). By 
requiring II Cnnll to be small enough, one obtains a solution which is arbitrarily 
close to the one given by the generalized inverse. 
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b. The effect of non vanishing noise is to avoid the difficulties due to eigenvalues 
which are too small. One sees it easily in the case where Cnn is diagonal (data 
errors uncorrelated, with non zero variance). To be still more simple, assume 
that Pn and Ps are white, so that 
(27) 
Then to the eigenvalues of G G* is added a constant a 2 and the problem is 
regularized as in Marquardt's method. Solving G b m - be= b g in such a way 
that llbell 2 +a2 llbmll 2 be minimum would yield the same result and can be used 
by itself to define the regularization (Marquardt, 1963, 1970; Burkhard and 
Jackson, 1976). It remains to give an interpretation of c .. , which is arbitrary up 
to this point. Changing the vector basis so as to diagonalize c .. , and ordering 
the eigenvectors by decreasing smoothness, one can easily show (Jordan and 
Minster, 1972) that the eigenvalues (i.e. the variances), give rise to weight factors 
in expansions of biii in terms of this basis. c .. thus appears as a smoothing 
operator (Jordan, 1972). 
c. Comparing Equations (26) and (9), we see that the rows of c .• G* ( G c .. G*)- 1 
in the discrete problem play the same role as the Backus and Gilbert resolving 
kernels (Wiggins, 1972; Jackson, 1972). The smoothing or roughing effect of c .. 
has therein an obvious geometrical interpretation (the b function is the roughest 
of all possible kernels). 
4.7. Trade-Off Curves 
The Backus-Gilbert theory of linear estimation (1970) suggests that when noise 
is present, there exists a trade-off between the ability to resolve detail and the 
reliability of the estimate. Again we study the equation G b m - be= b g, where 
~ e is the noise in experimental results. We look for a best estimate bm of the 
form bm = Cis G* b, where b is to be determined. For any choice of 
b, there is an error of estimation: 
ei(b) = (biii- Cis G* b) Cs~ 1 (biii- Cis G* b). (28) 
There is a noise error, equal by definition to the variance of the projection of Pn 
onto b 
(29) 
A weighted combination of these two errors is 
8 2 (8, b) = 8f (b)cos 8 + 8~ (b) sin 8. 
Now, suppose we define b(8) so as to minimize 8 2 (8, b) over all the possible b 
and draw the graph of 8~(8, b(8)) vs ef (8, b(8)). This graph is convex towards the 
origin and the point which is the closest to 0 is obtained for 8 ~ n/4, and 
corresponds to an inversion formula of the stochastic form. The two extreme 
points of the graph correspond respectively to a generalized inverse and to b = 0. 
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4.8. Marginal Solutions and the Edgehog Method 
Refinements of inversion formulas which yield the "best choice" of a solution 
must not make us forget Lanczos remark. It is essential to get an appraisal of 
the extent of the set of solutions and to class them according to some criteria, 
for instance the rms residual, r=M-t llg-Gmll, and the smoothness criterion 
s=N-tllmll, where the ordinary euclidian norms are meant (These criteria both 
appear in Equation (23) and, eventually, in stochastic inverses). Thus marginal 
solutions are those for which r and s are large. Extreme admissible solutions, or 
edge solutions, are those for which they reach a value (e.g. 1) beyond which the 
physicist decides to have no confidence at all in the models. Constructing the 
edge solutions, and using them to appraise the extent of solutions and to check 
linearization validity, is the "edgehog" method (Jackson, 1973). The limitations 
of this very interesting approach obviously reside in the arbitrariness of the 
constraints which have been imposed. 
4.9. Linear Constraints 
When direct physical measurements have been made (for example if one digs a 
hole), there are linear constraints on the admissible models. Complications 
which result from these additional equations can be disentangled by some linear 
algebra. (Burkhard and Jackson, 1976). 
4.10. Applications 
Most of the papers that have been quoted for the theoretical content also 
contain application. Among other recent applications are Gilbert et al. (1974), 
Johnson and Gilbert, (1974), Green, (1975), Crosson, (1976), Wiggins et al. 
(1976). 
5. Lateral Constraints in Linear Inverse Problems 
5.1. Fundamental Equations 
We study the linear problem 
JG;(x)J<r>(x)dx=m; i=l,2, ... ,M; r=l,2, ... ,R 
Q 
with the non-negativity constraints 
(30) 
(31) 
and, in most cases, the uniform bound f(r)(x) ~ C. Actually, as we can see n 
examples, linear inverse problems with lateral constraints can always be reduced 
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to this canonical form (30, 31). For example, if we study the problem which is 
made up of Equation (30) and the constraints 0 ~f<'>(x) ~ g(x), we can replace it, 
using slack parameters, by the following system: 
JGJx)j<'>(x)dx=m; i=l, ... ,M, r=l, ... ,R 
Q 
j<'l(x) + f<r+Rl(x) = g(x) 
f<'l(x)~O r= l, ... ,2R 
(32) 
which is obviously in the canonical form. For constraints like g(x) ~f<'>(x) 
~ h(x), it suffices to consider the functions (J<'>(x)- g(x)), and to use the 
reduction which is given above. Proximity constraints, like IJ<'l(x)-fJ'l(x) I 
~ L1 (x), can be reduced in the same way. 
5.2. Description of the Set of Solutions 
Problems like (30) and (31) are not linear problems but convex problems. In the 
following, for the sake of simplicity, we assume that R = 1 and drop the 
superscript. The "convex" property means that if f 1 (x) and f 2 (x) are solutions of 
(30) and (31), then, for any O~A.~1, Af1 (x)+(l-A.)f2 (x) is a solution. A simple 
example of a convex set is a triangle. Now it is clear that everybody labels a 
triangle by naming its 3 vertices. But what is a vertex? Let us identify a point 
with its coordinates. A vertex f clearly is a point of the triangle which cannot be 
equal to a convex combination A.f1 + (1-A.) f 2 of two other points of the triangle 
with 0<.A.<1 unless f 1 =f2 =f This is called an "extremal point" of a convex 
set. One sees that every point fin a triangle is a linear convex combination of its 
extremals: if f 1, f 2 , f 3 are the 3 vertices, 
f=A.1f1 +A.2f2+A.3f3 (33) 
A. 1 +A. 2 +.A. 3 =1 A. 1 ,A. 2 ,A. 3 ~0. 
Remarkably, this property is much more general: any convex compact set can 
be completely described as the set of all convex linear combinations of its 
extremals (the Krein-Milman theorem). For unbounded sets in IRN there are 
analogous results taking into account extremal directions. · 
Describing the set of solutions of (30) and (31) thus involves 2 steps, checking 
that the above theorems apply, and finding the extremals. Take for instance the 
following simple problem: 
1 1 
ff(x)dx=l; J xf(x)dx =v (34) 
0 0 
where the non negative function f (x) is sought in the class of integrable func-
tions. The extremals of (34) are the generalized functions: 
b-v v-a ) ba,b(x)=-b -b(x-a)+-b -b(x-b) d ~( ) 
- a - a an u x -v . 
O~a<v v<b~ 1 
(35) 
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It is not difficult (Sabatier, 1976a) to directly identify the set of solutions of (34) 
with the set of linear combinations of ba,b(x), so that the general solution is 
f(x)= :~J!~~ A(a,b) [:=: J(x-a)+ ~=: J(x-b)J dadb (36) 
where A(a, b) is arbitrarily chosen except for the conditions 
a=v,b= 1 
A(a,b)~O; SJ A(a,b)dadb=l. (37) 
We notice that the extremals are made up of two b-functions which are situated 
in 2 well-defined simple intervals. In the general case, for M continuous kernels 
G;(x), extremals are combinations of M J-functions, but these b-functions are 
not any longer situated in M simple intervals. However, if the functions G;(x) are 
nice enough, (e.g. gravity problem), the sets in which the b functions move are 
still made up of a finite number of intervals. 
Describing the set of solutions by means of its extremals is a complete 
"description" from the mathematical point of view, but, as we have seen in §4, 
many physicists first want to get a "best solution", for whatever meaning the 
word "best" has there. Clearly, this leads one to look for the solution for which 
a certain functional is minimum. If this functional is linear, one obtains the 
following standard form of the problem: 
Find f(x)~O, and Minz, such that ! ~ G;(x) f(x) dx = m; J C(x) f(x) dx= z. 
Q 
i = 1, 2,. . ., M 
(38) 
This form is obviously obtained if one seeks the model f(x) of minimum 
norm J w(x) f(x) dx, where w(x) is a (non-negative) weight function. It is also 
Q 
obtained if one wants to minimize the distance 
Sup I w(x) (f(x)-ft0l(x)) I, 
XEll 
where p 0 >(x) is an "initial" model. One has then to find non negative f(x), g(x), 
h(x), rJ., and one has to find Minz (over all possible functions and parameters) 
such that 
w(x)(f(x)- j<0>(x)) + g(x) = rJ.} 
w(x)(f(x)-ft0>(x))- h(x) = rJ. 
f G;(x)f(x)dx=m;; z=!!-· 
Q 
Intermediate criteria in which a certain linear convex combination 
[A J w(x) f(x) dx +(1-A) Sup I IJ, is minimized, can also be dealt with. 
Q 
(39) 
Needless to say, one could also decide to minimize a quadratic form, but the 
semi linear character of the problem would disappear. 
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The absolute effect of experimental errors is studied in equations which can 
be reduced to the forms (30-31) or (38). Indeed, one simply has to replace (30) by 
I JG; (x) f(x) dx-m;I <.:1;, 
Q 
or equivalently by 
JG;(x)f(x)dx-y;=m;-Ll; l 
~ G;(x)f(x)dx+b;=m;+Ll; 
Q 
where the slack variables 'Y; and b; have to be non-negative. 
(30 bis) 
In any case, because of the infinity of extremals, it is difficult to study this 
pro bl em, and we had better to discretize it. 
5.3. Discretization 
With a discretization of step-size h, and obvious notations, the Equations (38) are 
replaced by 
N 
LG;kfk=m; i=l, ... ,M 
k= 1 
N 
L Ckfk=rx. 
k= 1 
(40a) 
(40b) 
The problem itself is unchanged. Simply, you are now looking for its 
solutions in a special class (see §4). The extremals of the set of solutions of (40a) 
are vectors {fn} with at most M components different from zero. Clearly, when h 
goes to zero, each extremal looks more and more like a set of M b-functions. 
Suppose the functions G;(x) are such that the () functions in almost all the limit 
extremals can be uniquely identified for all step-sizes smaller than a given h, and 
that for all smaller step sizes you can also identify the sets of intervals for which 
these () functions will have their support. In this case going beyond h only refine 
the end points of each interval, and the "b-ness" of the extremal components. At 
this point, nothing but trivial additional information can be obtained by still 
reducing h. One can say we have "saturated" our ability to obtain information 
from the result - clearly this fact justifies the studies of this kind of problem with 
finite discretization steps. Besides, the Krein-Milman theorem fully applies to 
the set of solutions obtained in a discretized problem, so that its extremals and 
extremal directions again completely characterize it. However in real com-
putations on experimental results this step size is usually too small to have a 
direct practical application. In artificial examples the methods works. In other 
words, in real examples it is hopeless to try to describe all possible solutions. 
For a given discretization, all the extremals of (40a) can be obtained 
through finite algorithms described under the general label "linear pro-
gramming". There are ways to manage this research and reduce the step size of 
discretization, by using the preliminary information of a Backus Gilbert method 
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to save time, the approach to saturation being recognized by a characteristic 
evolution of most extremals (Sabatier, 1976a). But obtaining all extremals is in 
real problems much too complicated, even with N ~ M, because there are just too 
many. Fortunately, the geophysicist is already happy if he can recognize his 
"best" solution, appraise the errors and the spread of possible solutions. As we 
see now, all these "theoretical measurements" are easily done. 
5.4. Theoretical Measurements of the Set 
We give here several. examples, some of them are not in Sabatier (1976a, b), and 
all of which reduce to the standard forms. Thus they can be solved by "linear 
programming". Let us notice at this point, for the reader who is not familiar 
with these techniques, that the solution of (40) is a particular extremal of ( 40a). It 
is obtained rapidly by well-known algorithms. Experience shows that, with 
modern programs, the computation time depends essentially on M. Admittedly, 
slack variables increase M, but it usually is possible to "reduce" their number in 
the algorithms that are used for computations. For the sake of clarity, we do not 
present these algorithms here and keep the standard form (39). We now proceed 
with examples: 
a. "Best fit". Determining the solution f 1 (x) which is the closest to an initial 
function j<0 l(x) (not necessarily satisfying the constraints), for a certain weighted 
absolute norm, means minimizing Sup lw(x)(f (x)-j<0l(x)I. Discretizing (39) 
readily yields equations that are solvable by "linear programming". That the 
solution is an extremal means that, out of the 3N numbers J,,, gn, hn, only 2N 
+ M are =l= 0. Thus the best fit {],,} reaches one of the values 0 or Un< 0l +a) or 
(J,.<0l- a) for N - M values of n. Min a is the desired smallest distance. 
b. Incidence of Absolute Errors. It can be studied by everywhere replacing 
Equation (30) by the Equation (30 bis) (in § 5.2) (minimizing, if any, will be done 
also over these additional slack variables). The effect of the errors on the set of 
extremals (Sabatier, 1976a) is usually small (displacements and progressive 
deformation); introducing constraints is usually a regularization factor (see 
Fig. 4). In certain cases only, the problems with non vanishing errors lead to sets 
of extremals, and thus sets of solutions, that really differ from those without 
errors. Because of this there can result instabilities in solutions defined through 
certain rules (e.g. a defined weighted average of extremals). Other instabilities 
can come from ill-conditioning of the matrix {Gid, certain equations being 
almost linearly dependent on the others. One can regularize the system by 
truncation (this is understood and done as in § 4.4, geometrical and algebraic 
points of view). One can also obtain a regularized solution by minimizing 
Sup {wdmi- S G;(x)f(x) dxj, v2 w(x)lf(x)-j<0l(x)I}: (41) 
i=1, .. .,M Q 
XEf1 
The weights wi can be chosen as a function of the error margin and the 
weight function w ( x) as a function of the a priori confidence in the "a priori 
model j<0l(x). v2 is a convenient control of the regularisation. This corresponds 
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in our linear convex problem to the Marquardt method of§ 4.4 (L2 norms can be 
treated by convex programming but not quite so simply). The discretized 
problem reads: find non-negative numbers {fd, {o:;}, {/J;}, {y;}, {b;}, o:, and Minz 
such that z = o: and 
W; [I G;kfk-mi]-~;=-o: i=l, ... ,M 
k= 1 
W; [I G;kfk-mi] +/J;=o: 
k= 1 
V2 Wn [fn - fn(O)J -')In= -O: 
V2 Wn [fn -fn(O)J + bn = 0:. 
Notice finally that when errors are taken into account, one can consider the 
analysis as "saturated" as soon as the gain of information when h is decreased 
goes neatly under the threshold of errors. 
c. Stability is sometimes meant by experimentalists to be the absence of strong 
oscillations in the interpolation, due to the model, between experimental points. 
Suppose measurements are made at integer points i on a line and G;(x) is the 
value for h = i of a continuous function G(h, x). Then, a measure of this 
"statility" is 
Sup I J G;.;+(1-,t)(i+ 1>(x) f(x) dx-A.m;-(1-2) m;+ 1 I 
i,).e(O, 1) Q 
where A. can be separately discretized. This can be taken into account to select a 
model. If measurements are on a surface, the same is done with a triangular 
covering between measurements. 
d. Moments. Linear measurements of the set, e.g. X(f)=J o:(x)f(x)dx, can be 
Q 
called "moments". All points Z(f) whose coordinates are moments (e.g. X(f) 
and Y(f)) belong to a convex set (here in the plane X, Y). The diagrams which 
are thus obtained often give a fairly good idea of the uncertainties. Plane 
diagrams are the simplest, but vectorial diagrams, or three dimensional dia-
grams, can be obtained in the same way (Sabatier, 1976b). Diagrams of obvious 
physical interest are obtained from the mass J f(x) dx and the "first" moments 
Q 
J xf(x) dx. They show the uncertainty on the center-of-mass of the models. 
Q 
e. "Edgehog with Hard Constraints". Since, in real cases, it is hopeless to obtain 
all the extremals, we can limit our study to obtaining a set of particular interest 
for the problem we consider, and which already gives an idea of the set of 
solutions. One can imagine many methods (drawing orthogonal directions 
through the "best" solution, etc .... ). Here we only suggest a curious method 
which is particularly simple (i) when the Moore Penrose inverse solution !MP 
(or the Backus Gilbert solution) has been obtained and turns out to be non 
negative; (ii) for a discretization with N not very much larger that Mand already 
close to saturation. Then the general solution of the unconstrained problem is 
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N-M 
f=!MP+ L µAJi, where ¢ 1 , .•. ,</JN-M• are N-M orthonormal vectors span-
1 
ning the orthogonal complement in lR.N of the image R(G*) of G*. Successively 
considering the solutions of the particular form f-f (O) =A; </J;, we can determine 
the non negative values A.i and -A.f such that f is non negative for A;E(-A.f, A.i). 
The 2(N - M) values off thus obtained belong to the boundary set of solutions 
(although they are not necessarily extremal points - see Fig. 1, the quadrangle 
ab cd). They define an "edgehogged" subset of the convex set of solutions. 
5.5. Ideal Bodies 
In convex problems, it is sound to look for all kinds of "extreme" solutions. 
Among them, Parker's ideal body (Parker, 1974) is the one whose supremum is 
the smallest of all supremums of all solutions of the problem. Thus we have to 
find non negative functions f(x)(or fk) and </J(x)(or <Pk), and Min a such that 
J G;(x)f(x)dx (or I G;kh) =m; 
Q k= 1 (4.2) 
f(x)+</J(x)(or fk+<Pk)=a. 
Here the discretized forms are in the parentheses. In the discretized problems 
there are (2N + 1) unknowns (including a), and N + M equations. Necessarily 
N - M + 1 unknowns are zero. a cannot vanish unless the problem is trivial. Thus 
(N - M + 1) zeros are to be taken among the !k's or the <Pk's. In other words, fk 
has to be either 0 or a except on (M -1) domains Qk. When the discretization 
step goes to zero, one sees that the function f (x) takes only two values, 0 or a, 
except on a set of zero measure. It remains to prove that there exists a limit form 
and to study its uniqueness. It has been proved by Sabatier (1976b) that there 
exist limit forms, but that the ideal body is unique only with stronger assump-
tions on the G;'s. These assumptions are verified in the case of gravity 
functionals. Hence Parker's ideal body exists, is unique, and can be constructed 
by linear programming for an arbitrary set of gravity measurements. 
5.6. The Stochastic Point of View 
The statistical distribution of errors induces a statistical distribution of sets of 
solutions which is easy to describe as long as deformations are not too strong 
(Sabatier, 1976b). 
The stochastic point of view may be studied in the presence of lateral 
constraints by considering a signal process with values in the positive cone of 
JR.N instead of JR.N. If this is not done, one takes into account in Ps unphysical 
models, and certain correlation matrices in (26) may lead to them. If it was done 
the estimation thus obtained, and its dispersion would be more physical, since it 
would take a priori information into better account. More refined a priori informa-
tion can also be easily introduced with the help of information theory (E.T. Jaynes, 
1957). Arguments saying that best estimations automatically produce formulas 
like (26), and thus Marquardt's regularization, are not quite correct, since they 
depend on some arbitrary statistical assumptions. With others, it is probably 
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possible to justify other kinds of regularizations. In any case, introducing a 
priori constraints in an estimation is probably not difficult. During the col-
loquium, Professor Jackson kindly pointed out to us that in the one-dimensional 
case, if we assume that the random variable x is constrained to lie in (0, T), and 
a measurement is made, which is contaminated by a random gaussian error of 
variance a 2 , then the probability density function p(x) of x conditional on the 
estimate x is given by: 
{
g(x-x, a)/s g(x-x, a) 
p(x)= 0 o 
for x E(O, T) 
for x ¢ (0, T). 
One has made the assumption that the a priori density of x is uniform on (0, T), 
and g(r, a) is exp [ -ir2 /a2]. Thus, if acceptability conditions are defined by a 
lower bound on p, either the hard constraints are weaker than the lower bound 
and then the acceptability conditions are "attracted" towards the hard con-
straints, or the hard constraints are much stronger and one can forget about 
statistics. The effect is probably qualitatively similar in multidimensional prob-
lems. Taking into account constraints in the statistics obviously is necessary 
when there are choices of c .• for which the formula (26) yields models violating 
the constraints. 
5.7. Applications 
Theoretical results in the linear problems with lateral constraints are recent, and 
applications are still more recent. We recall papers on ideal bodies by Parker 
(1974, 1975), on the method described here and its theoretical applications by 
Sabatier (1976) ab. We quote for practical applications Safon Vasseur and Cuer 
(1976 c). 
6. Concluding Remarks 
Introducing lateral constraints leads us to problems in which linear com-
binations are replaced by linear convex combinations. From the purely mathe-
matical point of view, the increased complication is balanced by the fact that 
most constrained problems are bounded. 
From the computational point of view, the algorithms which are used in the 
constrained cases (linear programming) are as efficient and well-known as the 
others. Regularization is easy in both kinds of problems, and is not so often 
necessary in constrained problems. The stochastic point of view has not been 
very much studied as yet in the constrained problems but we do not think it is 
much more complicated than in the others. Clearly, if the constraints are very 
far from the solutions of interest, there is no essential need for the approach of 
§ 5. But if they are close to the solutions, the geophysicist should not be afraid to 
use inversion techniques which definitely take the constraints into account, and 
which are more general, although not more difficult, than the ones with which 
he usually deals. 
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